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Centro Comercial Parque Santiago 6,
 Oficina 13, Los Cristianos, Arona

Price: 550,000 Euros
Complex: BAHIA DE LOS MENCEYES
Location: Palm Mar
Type: Apartment
Bedrooms: 2
Bathrooms: 2

Reference: A2PM2399

Built size: 102m2
Terrace size: 26m2
Plot size: m2

Nestled in the heart of Palm Mar, this exquisite 2-bedroom apartment graces the first floor of the elite
BahÃa de los Menceyes complex. With panoramic vistas of the ocean and the La Rasca Nature
Reserve, it's a haven of luxury and tranquility.

Crafted with premium materials, the apartment is a testament to luxury living. It's presented fully
furnished, with an open-concept kitchen adorned with Bosch appliances. Every detail is meticulously
curated for your indulgence.

Spanning 127.26m2, it boasts a 101.47m2 living space and a 25.79m2 covered terrace. The layout
encompasses two ensuite bedrooms, a guest toilet, an integrated kitchen-dining-living area, all leading
to the terrace.

For convenience, a parking space and storage room are available in the underground garage, with an
elevator connecting directly to your floor.

BahÃa de los Menceyes, or "Bay of Menceyes", is a symbol of opulence in Palm Mar. The complex is
accentuated with a heated pool, set amidst lush gardens, exotic palms, and private lounges.

Palm Mar, a serene coastal enclave, offers a plethora of amenities, from eateries to shops. A short
drive from tourist hubs like Los Cristianos and Playa de Las AmÃ©ricas, its unique microclimate
promises year-round sunshine and captivating sunsets. The surrounding La Rasca reserve is perfect
for nature enthusiasts.

Experience unparalleled luxury in this ready-to-move-in haven. Schedule your visit today!

* Distance to Sea: 
* Community Heated Swimming Pool
* Furnished
* Luxury Furnishings
* Garage
* Energy Certificate Pending
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The description and the sales prices indicated for the properties offered for sale on this site are believed to be correct. Notwithstanding, the
information contained in this web site is subject to errors and omissions, and the properties themselves subject to price changes, prior sale    
or withdrawal from the market.


